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Department of Biochemistry, Tulane University School of Medicine, New Orleans, LouisianaABSTRACT Here we test the hypothesis that membrane-spanning b-sheets can exhibit structural plasticity in membranes due
to their ability to shift hydrogen-bonding patterns. Transmembrane b-sheet forming peptides of the sequence AcWLn, where
n ¼ 5, 6, or 7, which range from 21 to 27 A˚ in maximum length, were incorporated into bilayers made of phosphatidylcholine
lipids with saturated acyl chains containing 14, 16, or 18 carbons, which are 36–50 A˚ in thickness. The effect of the peptide
b-sheets on fluid- and gel-phase bilayers were studied with differential scanning calorimetry and circular dichroism spectros-
copy. We show that AcWL5 forms a stable, peptide-rich gel phase in all three lipids. The whole family of AcWLn peptides appears
to form similarly stable, nonmembrane-disrupting b-sheets in all bilayer phases and thicknesses. Bilayers containing up to
20 mol % peptide, which is the maximum concentration tested, formed gel phases with melting temperatures that were equal
to, or slightly higher than, the pure lipid transitions. Given the range of peptide lengths and bilayer thicknesses tested, these
experiments show that the AcWLn family of membrane-inserted b-sheets exhibit remarkable structural plasticity in membranes.INTRODUCTIONThe folding of peptides and proteins into membranes is
driven by the physical chemistry of the membrane environ-
ment (1,2). About half of the thickness of a membrane is the
hydrocarbon core (3), one of the most hydrophobic microen-
vironments found in nature. However, the core is bounded
by two anisotropic and chemically heterogeneous interfacial
zones that contain some lipid hydrocarbon, but also lipid
polar groups and water. The folding of proteins into
membranes is thought to be dominated by hydrophobic
complimentarity between a protein surface and the bilayer
hydrophobicity profile. This idea is supported by the obser-
vation that surface hydrophobicity profiles of folded
membrane proteins (4,5), show a conserved hydrophobic
band ~27 A˚ thick matching the thickness of the bilayer
hydrocarbon. All membrane proteins also have conserved
rings of aromatic residues ~20 A˚ apart that define the
boundary between the hydrocarbon core and the interfacial
zones (2,6). Beyond the interfacial aromatic rings,
membrane protein surfaces contain zones of intermediate
polarity and then zones of polar and charged residues, which
reside outside of the bilayer and are exposed to the aqueous
phase.
In the engineering of peptide and protein structures in
membranes, complimentarity between the bilayer and the
protein’s hydrophobicity profile is an important consider-
ation. For membrane-spanning a-helices, if there is
a mismatch in hydrophobic thickness between a helix and
the membrane, the bilayer can change its thickness or
even its phase state in response (7–10), or the polypeptide
can bend, change its tilt angle in the bilayer, or even aggre-
gate laterally (11–13). However, complementarity is not the
only consideration. In multispanning membrane polypep-Submitted May 12, 2011, and accepted for publication June 28, 2011.
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segments in a mismatched state (14). Here we hypothesize
that for membrane-embedded b-sheets there is an additional
possible response to mismatched hydrophobic thickness;
a shift in the register between the backbone hydrogen bonds.
If this hypothesis is correct, then membrane-spanning
b-sheet peptides could be especially useful for the engi-
neering of novel membrane structures. In this work, we
address this hypothesis by determining the structural
stability and membrane perturbations caused by the
membrane-embedded b-sheet oligomers of the hexapeptide
AcWL5 and related peptides, AcWL6 and AcWL7, when
folded into b-sheets in bilayers of varying thicknesses.
The hexapeptide acetyl-Trp-Leu5 (AcWL5) has been
shown to cooperatively self-assemble from random coils
in aqueous solution into well-ordered oligomeric b-sheets
in membranes (14–18). The folding of AcWL5 into
membranes is a highly cooperative equilibrium process
that can be reversed by thermal unfolding (17). Upon dena-
turation at ~60–65C the peptide reequilibrates from
a membrane-inserted b-sheet state to a random coil, mono-
meric state in the aqueous phase (14–16). Interestingly,
a peptide one residue shorter, AcWL4, is always a random
coil, bound to membranes surfaces and a peptide one
leucine longer, AcWL6, folds into a b-sheet in membranes
that cannot be unfolded at any temperature up to 100C
(15–18). Thus, AcWL5 appears poised at the interaction
energy that allows for equilibrium membrane folding events
to be observed and controlled. On the basis of numerous
biophysical experiments (14–18), including polarized
attenuated total reflectance Fourier transform infrared
(ATR-FTIR) and neutron diffraction, a hypothetical model
was proposed in which AcWL5 forms antiparallel trans-
membrane b-sheets that span the hydrocarbon core of the
bilayer. In this model, b-sheet assembly is driven mainly
by backbone hydrogen bonding (16), and the role of thedoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2011.06.059
Membrane b-Sheets 829side chains is to drive partitioning into the bilayer. Origi-
nally, it was assumed that hydrophobic complementarity
would drive the b-sheets to have a disposition that was
symmetric in the bilayer and centered in the hydrocarbon
core. However, we performed a neutron diffraction study
which showed, instead, that AcWL5 is distributed across
the bilayer thickness. Because the extended peptide, with
a 21 A˚ maximum total length, is much shorter than the
bilayer thickness of ~50 A˚, we concluded that the peptide
must be forming asymmetric, overlapping b-sheets across
the bilayer (14) in which the hydrogen bonds are satisfied
in the hydrocarbon core, by overlapping strands.
Here we test the hypothesis that the staggered (overlap-
ping) transmembrane AcWLn b-sheets will exhibit structural
plasticity in membranes with regard to hydrophobic thick-
ness. This is a trait that could be useful in the engineering
of membrane-inserted peptide structures; or it could be
problematic for controlling de novo designed b-barrel
membrane protein structure. In particular, we test the hypoth-
esis by measuring membrane perturbations caused by
AcWL5, and the related peptides AcWL6 and AcWL7, which
range from21 to 27 A˚ in length, when incorporated into gel or
fluid phase bilayers made of phosphatidylcholine lipids with
saturated acyl chains ranging 36–50 A˚ in thickness.We show
that AcWL5, forms similarly stable, nonmembrane-disrupt-
ing b-sheets in all bilayers thicknesses and membrane phase
states. This is probably also true for AcWL6 and AcWL7.
This family of b-sheet forming peptides thus exhibits
remarkable structural plasticity in membranes.MATERIALS AND METHODS
Reagents
Peptides were synthesized and purified by high-performance liquid chroma-
tography as previously described (15) and verified with mass spectrometry.
Lipids were obtained from Avanti Polar Lipids, and purity was verified with
thin layer chromatography. The buffer used in all experiments was 50 mM
NaPO4, pH 7.0.Liposome preparation
Multilamellar liposomes were used in all experiments. Peptide stock
solutions in methanol were mixed with lipid stock solutions in chloroform
and dried down under a stream of nitrogen. To insure random mixing of
peptides and lipids the mixture was redissolved in methanol and dried
once more, followed by at least 4 h under high vacuum. Buffer (50 mM
NaPO4, pH 7.0) was heated to 70C and then added to dried peptide/lipid
mixtures to rapidly rehydrate them above the lipid phase transition temper-
ature. Liposomes were frozen and thawed five times and then cycled
between 5 and 95C three times before experimentation. Incorporation
of AcWL5-7 into DiC14:0PC (DMPC), DiC16:0PC (DPPC), and
DiC18:0PC (DSPC) was highly efficient, with >95% of the peptide stably
incorporated into the vesicles as measured by tryptophan fluorescence,
ultraviolet absorbance, and circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy. Trypto-
phan fluorescence shows similar emission maxima at 335 5 3 nm for all
peptides in all lipids. Hydrophobic peptides that do not stably insert into
membranes are typically missing from such samples because they form
insoluble aggregates.Differential scanning calorimetry
Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was done with a Microcal
VP-DSC calorimeter. Samples contained 2 mM lipid with 0–20 mol %
peptide. The reference cell contained buffer only. Calorimetry scans were
repeated 10 times using up-scanning at 1C/min for data collection
followed by slow cooling and a 4-h incubation at 5C before the next
scan. Frequently, first scans were aberrant, but all other scans were indistin-
guishable from one another. Longer preincubations at 5C (up to 18 h) did
not change the DSC scan results. Furthermore, no changes were observed
when the scan rate was increased or decreased by a factor of two.Circular dichroism
CD was done on a JASCO 810 spectropolarimeter using a Peltier tempera-
ture controller. Multilamellar liposomes containing 8 mol % peptide were
used for all CD measurements. The high peptide content reduces the
opacity of the liposomes, making them amenable to CD measurements.
Liposomes were diluted to 0.5 mM lipid and 40 mM peptide and spectra
were collected in a 1 mm quartz cuvette. All samples were heated to
95C and cooled to 5C before data collection. Between scans, temperature
was changed at 5C/min and held at a new temperature for 4 min before
data collection. Repeat temperature scans always gave indistinguishable
results. Most temperature dependence series were with 10C increments
starting at 5C.RESULTS
We previously studied analogs of AcWL5 in which the third
amino acid was replaced with each of the 20 naturally
occurring residues (16). We found that only the purely
hydrophobic replacements (X ¼ V, M, L, I, and F in
AcWLXLL) formed b-sheets in membranes. All other
amino acid replacements caused the peptide to be interfa-
cially bound random coils. We concluded that the b-sheets
were probably transmembrane because only b-sheets in
a transmembrane topology would place the third residue
in the bilayer core where such stringent discrimination
against polar groups could be expected. This conclusion is
supported by fluorescence, ATR-FTIR, neutron diffraction,
and other measurements indicating a transmembrane orien-
tation of AcWL5 in membranes (14–18).
Here, we tested the transmembrane orientation hypoth-
esis further by performing a series of thermal unfolding
measurements on all of the b-sheet forming members of
the family in a fluid phase bilayer made from palmitoylo-
leoylphosphatidylcholine. The results in Fig. 1 show indis-
tinguishable b-sheet stabilities for the members of the
family. This result supports the idea that the side chains in
the middle of the strand make essentially no contribution
to sheet stability by lateral interactions. This could only
be true if the b-sheets formed by AcWL5 and its analogs
are single (not stacked) sheets in which the side chains
interact only with the lipid hydrocarbon and the sheets are
stabilized predominantly by hydrogen bonding between
chains. If the b-sheets were laterally close-packed, and
thus stabilized by hydrophobic/van der Waals surface-
surface interactions, we would then expect a measurableBiophysical Journal 101(4) 828–836
FIGURE 2 Molecular graphics image of molecular structures. From left
to right, the outer membrane b-barrel membrane protein OmpF, a hypothet-
ical head-to-tail dimer of AcWL5 in extended b-sheet conformation, and the
lipids DMPC, DPPC, and DSPC. Notice that the rings of aromatic residues
on the protein are ~20 A˚ apart. Lipid images are courtesy of Avanti Polar
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FIGURE 1 Thermal unfolding of b-sheet peptides in fluid phase bilayers.
(A) CD of 2 mol % AcWL5 in bilayers made from palmitoyloleoylphospha-
tidylcholine. The spectra show b-sheet secondary structurewith a maximum
at 200 nm except at high temperatures where the peptides unfold into
random coils with a minimum at 200 nm. (B) Comparison of unfolding tran-
sition of peptides in the family AcWLLXLL, where X ¼ L, I, V, F, and M.
Peptides were incorporated into palmitoyloleoylphosphatidylcholine bila-
yers at 2 mol % peptide and CD spectra were measured as a function of
temperature between 5 and 95C in 5C increments. All CD spectra
were very similar to the one shown in A. In B we show the unfolding tran-
sitions assessed by the peptide ellipticity at 200 nm.
830 Bishop and Wimleyeffect upon changing third residue of six residues from Leu
to other hydrophobes, such as Met or Phe for example,
because this change amounts to changing the volume and
shape of 1/6th or almost 20% of the total residues in the
b-sheet. The fact that stability does not change at all is strong
evidence supporting the idea that AcWLn b-sheets are single
sheets across the membranes with surfaces (formed by the
amino acid side chains) that interact with lipids. We do not
currently know how the hydrogen bonds at the edges of the
sheet are satisfied. The sheets may be very long, reducing
the relative cost of the ends. It also remains possible that
the sheets are circular, but we currently have no direct
evidence for (or against) that possibility.
To show the geometric constraints onmembrane-spanning
b-sheets, we compare, in Fig. 2, the length of AcWL5, shown
as a hypothetical antiparallel dimer, to the thickness of
a b-barrel membrane protein, and to the thickness of the lipid
species we use in these studies. The Trp-to-Trp distance in
the AcWL5 dimer is 20 A˚, which is similar to the distance
between the rings of interfacial tryptophans that are found
in all membrane proteins (2,4–6) but is less than the 27 A˚
hydrophobic thickness of b-barrel membrane proteins (5).Biophysical Journal 101(4) 828–836Although hydrophobic complementarity would suggest a
bilayer centered sheet, these geometric considerations sug-
gest that a symmetric, midplane-centered, transmembrane
configuration (as in Fig. 2) is not likely because of the hydro-
phobicmismatch. In support of the latter idea,we have shown
by neutron diffraction that specific leucine residues in
AcWL5 are distributed across the bilayer thickness, rather
than being concentrated at particular depth in the membrane,
suggesting a staggered, overlapping arrangement of peptides
across the bilayer.Structural plasticity in a transmembrane b-sheet
In this work, we test the hypothesis that the peptide AcWL5
and related sequences will have the structural plasticity to
adapt their b-sheet structure to the thickness and fluidity
of different bilayers because specific side-chain/side-chain
interactions do not contribute to sheet stability and because
of the degeneracy of the proposed, overlapping hydrogen
bonding patterns. To assess the effect of peptide on bilayer
thickness, and vice versa, we incorporated AcWL5 into
bilayers made with saturated chain phosphatidylcholine
lipids of 14, 16, and 18 carbons. Lipid thicknesses are shown
in Fig. 2 and listed in Table 1. These saturated chain lipids
undergo gel-to-fluid phase transitions at 24, 41, and 54C,
respectively, and thus we use DSC to assess the effect of
the peptide on bilayer packing and stability.
DSC thermograms for multilamellar dispersions of the
three lipids containing 0–20 mol % AcWL5 are shown in
Fig. 3. As we show later and discuss in Methods, the peptide
b-sheet is incorporated stably into both the gel-phase and
fluid-phase bilayers at all concentrations studied. In the
shortest chain lipid, DMPC, the addition of up to 2 mol %
peptide causes very little change in the lipid thermal
TABLE 1 Lengths and phase transition temperatures for the
lipids and peptides used in this study
Lipid/peptide Tm
C
Thickness
gel phase (A˚)
Thickness
fluid phase A˚
C18:1 C16:0 PC (POPC) <0 Na 38
DiC14:0 PC (DMPC) 24 43 36
DiC16:0 PC (DPPC) 41 47 38
DiC18:0 PC (DSPC) 55 50 41
Peptide length (A)
AcWL5 ~65 21
AcWL6 >95 24
AcWL7 >95 27
Peptide lengths are defined as the length from the center of the indole ring
of tryptophan to the C-terminal carbon atom in an extended peptide struc-
ture. Lipid thicknesses are estimates for conditions just below the La to Pb
transition, and just above the main transition. The values are based on
literature values (26–30). Bilayer thicknesses are to the edge of the lipid
headgroup-water interface, a few Angstroms beyond the lipid phosphates.
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FIGURE 3 DSC of mixtures of AcWL5 and DMPC, DPPC, and DSPC.
Multilamellar dispersions of lipids at 2 mM total concentration plus
0–20 mol % AcWL5 were prepared by drying peptide and lipid together,
followed by rehydration in 50 mM NaPO4 buffer at pH 7.0. Calorimetry
was done with buffer as reference at a scan rate of 1C/min. For each
sample 10 repeat heating scans were done, each followed by slow cooling
and equilibration for 4 h at 5C. Except for the first scan, which was often
aberrant, repeat scans were essentially identical, so we show only one in the
figure.
Membrane b-Sheets 831transitions, suggesting that the peptide does not destabilize
the lipid gel phase significantly. Furthermore, it does not
preferentially partition into the fluid phase because this
would lead to a freezing point depression, which was not
observed. Above around 2 mol % peptide, a second melting
transition appears at a higher temperature. This transition
persists and increases proportionally as peptide concentra-
tion increases, leading to a disappearance of the pure lipid
transition at 10 mol % peptide. We conclude that AcWL5
in DMPC forms a stable, peptide-rich gel phase that has
a higher Tm than the pure lipid gel phase, and that it does
not preferentially interact with fluid phase DMPC. Thus,
AcWL5 is stably incorporated into a DMPC gel phase.
The longer chain lipids, in the presence of AcWL5,
undergo melting transitions that are only slightly altered
from the pure lipid transition. At 10 mol % peptide and
higher, the transition enthalpies decrease and the Tm values
increase somewhat. Overall, the peptide effect on the phase
behavior of the lipids is small. This type of behavior in
a mixed peptide-lipid system is usually explained by the
assumption that the peptide that does not incorporate into
the bilayer thus does not mix with the lipids in either phase.
This can happen because the peptide aggregates into a pure
peptide phase in the membrane, because it precipitates from
solution without getting incorporated into the bilayer, or
because it binds only superficially to the surface of the
bilayer (or does not bind at all). If AcWL5 formed a separate
phase, either in or out of the bilayer and was excluded from
both fluid and gel phases equally, the DSC peaks would be
similar to pure lipid peaks that we observed. However, we
believe AcWL5 is incorporated into the bilayers for the
following reasons: As we have shown by various techniques
elsewhere (14–18), this peptide readily incorporates into
various fluid phase bilayers under many different conditions
and assembles into ordered transmembrane b-sheets. We
have observed no evidence of macroscopic phase separation
or failure to mix with lipids in any system studied previ-ously. For example, the peptide sheet to coil transition by
CD (see below) is very similar in all fluid phase lipids,
including those in Fig. 3, suggesting no differences in
peptide insertion, b-sheet structure, or peptide-lipid interac-
tions within the various lipid environments. Finally, we
show here that AcWL5 is incorporated into both gel and
fluid phase bilayers made of DMPC where it has similar
structures. It is thus very unlikely that AcWL5 completely
fails to incorporate into lipids with acyl chains that are
two or four carbons longer, especially into the fluid phases
of these lipids. We conclude that AcWL5 is probably stably
incorporated into both gel and fluid phases in all three lipids.
Thus, the fact that the melting transition is little changed is
because the peptide mixes equally well with both fluid and
gel phases.
In Fig. 4 A we show CD spectra for AcWL5 in the three
bilayers collected at temperatures from 5 to 95C. At low
temperatures, when all bilayers are in the gel phase, the
spectral signatures are of classical peptide b-sheets with
maxima at 200 nm and minima at 215 nm. Several structural
transitions can be seen in the CD spectra in Fig. 4 A. These
are highlighted in Fig. 4 B. Importantly, as the three lipidsBiophysical Journal 101(4) 828–836
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FIGURE 4 (A) CD spectra of 8 mol % AcWL5 in DMPC, DPPC, and DSPC. These are multilamellar dispersions at low lipid concentrations (0.5 mM)
containing AcWL5. Because of light scattering there could be some absorption flattening but the effect is minor under these conditions and the spectral
features are essentially the same as AcWL5 in unilamellar vesicles. These samples were prepared as for calorimetry (see text) and were cycled from 5 to
95C several times before CD measurements. (B) Ellipticity of 8 mol % AcWL5 in DMPC, DPPC, and DSPC as a function of temperature. These data
are taken from Fig. 4 A. We show ellipticity at 200 nm, which reports on the main b-sheet to random coil transition, and at 230, which reports on the subtle
change from one b-sheet structure to another one.
832 Bishop and Wimleyundergo the gel-to-fluid phase transition; the embedded
peptides remain fully b-sheet. However, the transition
causes subtle changes in the b-sheet structure or environ-
ment, indicated by changes in the relative intensity of the
215 nm peak, and the appearance of a minimum at
230 nm. We have previously shown that, under some condi-
tions, AcWL5 b-sheets in lipid bilayers have a strong contri-
bution from the tryptophan side chain giving rise to an
additional large minimum at 230 nm (19,20). Although we
do not know the exact molecular interaction that gives rise
to the 230 nm peak, we have shown that it is very sensitive
to details of peptide b-sheet structure. For example, proton-
ation or methylation of the C-terminus of AcWL5 or length-
ening of the peptide by one leucine residue reduces the
230 nm peak without otherwise changing the b-sheet struc-
ture significantly (16). For AcWL5 in gel phase lipids the
230 nm peak is small relative to the main b-sheet peak at
215 nm until the lipid undergoes its melting transition.
At that point, the 230 nm peak increases in intensity, sug-
gesting a change in b-sheet structure/environment that
accompanies lipid melting. In any case, the peptides remain
b-sheet in both gel and fluid lipid phases until around 65C
when the peptide b-sheets unfold into random coils as re-
ported previously (15–17), as evidenced by the loss of allBiophysical Journal 101(4) 828–836b-sheet peaks and the appearance of a random coil
minimum at 200 nm. The peptide sheet-to-coil unfolding
transition, and thus the overall b-sheet stability in bilayers,
is very similar in the three lipids. Thus, the peptide b-sheet
structure and stability is mostly unaffected by the lipid
species and by the bilayer thickness.
The first important conclusion from these CD experi-
ments is that AcWL5 is fully incorporated into all three bila-
yers in all phase states. In buffer, AcWL5 is a random coil
with an ellipticity minimum at 200 nm. However, in all three
lipids AcWL5 is completely b-sheet at temperatures below
65C, and thus must be incorporated into the bilayer. The
second important conclusion from the CD experiments,
taken together with the DSC results (Fig. 3), is that
AcWL5 forms stable b-sheets in both gel and fluid phases
in lipid bilayers made from all three lipids.
We used CD to explore in more detail the new transition
that appears in DMPC bilayers at AcWL5 concentrations
between 2 and 10 mol % (Fig. 3). In the experiment shown
in Fig. 5 a single sample of DMPC bilayers with 8 mol %
AcWL5 was split and subjected to both DSC analysis and
temperature dependent CD analysis. We focused specifi-
cally on the temperature range over which the two gel-
to-fluid transitions occur, 20–30C. The CD spectra show
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Membrane b-Sheets 833that the peptide is fully b-sheet over the entire temperature
range, as discussed previously, but that the relative intensi-
ties of the 215 and 230 nm peaks change in a highly coop-
erative manner at 29C. Because the peptide is present and
a low mol % and because it does not undergo a major struc-
tural change, the higher temperature peak is a lipid-based
transition. At 29C the peptide experiences a subtle change
in its environment or structure, while maintaining its overall
b-sheet character. As shown in Fig. 5, this peptide structural
transition coincides exactly with the higher temperature
transition observed by DSC. There is no change in peptide
secondary structure associated with the lower temperature
DSC peak, which coincides with the pure lipid gel-to-fluid
transition. We conclude from this experiment that there
are two independent lipid gel phases in the presence of
peptides, a peptide-poor gel phase that melts like pure lipid,
and a more stable, peptide-rich gel phase. In the longer
chain lipids a higher temperature transition is generally
not observed in the presence of AcWL5, presumably
because it is indistinguishable from the pure lipid transition;
however, we give other evidence below that a distinct,
peptide-rich gel phase forms in these lipids, too.
To further support the notion that two gel phases exist,
one with very low peptide concentration, we note in Fig. 3
that the Lb-Pb gel-gel pretransition is observable in all threelipids up to a concentration of at least 4 mol % AcWL5. This
transition, which occurs at 16, 36, and 52C, respectively, is
very sensitive to the presence of other components on the
lipid bilayers. For this reason the pretransition is generally
not observable except in pure lipid bilayers. The fact that
a distinct pretransition remains observable up to 4 mol %
peptide, suggests strongly that a nearly pure lipid gel phase
coexists with a peptide-rich gel phase.Effect of peptide length
The peptidesAcWL6 andAcWL7 also assemble intob-sheets
in membranes made of DMPC, DPPC, and DSPC and other
lipids.However, these sheets arevery stable and do not unfold
at any accessible temperature (15,16) so we have less infor-
mation about them. To investigate the effect of peptide length
on bilayer stability in the saturated chain lipids, we incorpo-
rated AcWL6 and AcWL7 into DMPC bilayers and studied
their properties with DSC and with CD spectroscopy. In the
absence of lipids, these peptides are completely insoluble
and have no measurable CD signal because they precipitate.
In the presence of lipids (Fig. 6) both peptides are fully incor-
porated into bilayers and have highly ordered b-sheet
secondary structure, with no peak at 230 nm. For bilayer-
incorporated AcWL6 and AcWL7, no changes in CD spectra
are observed at any temperature up to 95C and lipid transi-
tions have no effect on the peptide CD spectra.
We studied lipid transitions in DMPC containing AcWL6
and AcWL7 using DSC. The longer peptides behave veryBiophysical Journal 101(4) 828–836
834 Bishop and Wimleymuch like AcWL5. The peptides do not significantly desta-
bilize the lipid gel phase (Fig. 7) until they reach high
concentrations, and like AcWL5 the longer peptides also
cause the formation of an additional higher temperature
lipid phase transition, suggesting that a stable, peptide-rich
gel phase can also form in DMPC in the presence of peptides
that range in length from 6 to 8 residues. The higher temper-
ature transition increases with peptide length, such that
AcWL7 in DMPC is the most stable, inducing a transition
that is nearly 10 higher than the main lipid transition.
Unlike the peptides AcWL5-7, described previously, the
peptides AcWL8 and AcWL10 do not incorporate into lipid
bilayers made from any of the lipids used here. Liposomes
prepared with AcWL8-10 using the same methods as in this
work, contain (by fluorescence and CD) only a small fraction
of the total peptide that is present in the sample before rehy-
dration. Presumably, the missing peptide is in an insoluble
state because it cannot incorporate into bilayers. The small
amount of peptide incorporated into bilayers shows indistinct
secondary structure, suggestingmixed b and a structure. The
peptide AcWL12 was incorporated readily into bilayers and
shows a clear a-helical secondary structure (not shown).
For these studies of b-sheets in membranes, we used only0
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FIGURE 7 DSC of mixtures of AcWL5, AcWL6, and AcWL7 in DMPC.
Multilamellar dispersions of lipids at 2 mM total concentration plus
0–20 mol % peptide were prepared by drying peptide and lipid together, fol-
lowed by rehydration in 50 mM NaPO4 buffer at pH 7.0. Calorimetry was
done with buffer as reference at a scan rate of 1C/min. For each sample 10
repeat heating scans were done, each followed by slow cooling and equil-
ibration for 4 h at 5C. Except for the first scan, which was often aberrant,
repeat scans were essentially identical, so we show only one in the figure.
Biophysical Journal 101(4) 828–836AcWL5, AcWL6, and AcWL7, which are easily incorporated
into bilayers with essentially 100% efficiency.
To compare all peptides and lipids together, in Fig. 8 we
show DSC thermograms for all three peptides incorporated
into all three lipids at a fixed 8 mol % peptide. The effects
of peptide on gel phase stability are similarly small for
most peptide-lipid combinations except for DMPC. We
have given evidence above that all three peptides are incorpo-
rated well into DMPC gel and fluid phase bilayers. AcWL5
appears to be mixed with the longer lipids as well. For the
longer peptides in the longer lipids, we cannot rule out the
possibility that they are not incorporated into the bilayers.
This would explain the lipid phase transitions that appear
similar to the pure lipid transition.However, this is not consis-
tent with the behavior of the other peptide-lipid pairs and
we do not expect such a dramatic change in behavior (from
inserted to not) to occur between very similar pairs of
peptides and lipids. Furthermore, AcWL6 and AcWL7 are
very hydrophobic and we would expect them to either insert
into bilayers or to perturb the bilayer significantly. We con-
clude that the longer peptides probably form stable, peptide-
rich gel phases in the longer lipids, as they do in DMPC.DISCUSSION
With the DSC and other data presented, we can construct
a partial phase diagram for AcWL5 in DMPC, shown in
Fig. 9. To draw phase boundaries we examine transition0
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transition temperature of the pure lipid.
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Membrane b-Sheets 835temperatures (21) from Figs. 3 and 7 and the CD transitions
in Figs. 4 and 5. The most obvious feature is that the lipid
unfolding transitions begin at the same temperature, inde-
pendent of the bilayer composition. By the Gibbs phase
rule, this observation indicates the presence of two gel
phases. Similarly, the second transition in AcWL5/DMPC
also occurs at a constant temperature, indicating the coexis-
tence of a liquid and a gel phase. This means that there are
two independent gel-to-fluid transitions, a peptide-poor gel
phase that melts at the temperature of pure lipid, and
a peptide-rich gel phase that melts at a higher temperature.
Finally, we incorporate into the phase diagram the possibility
that two types of liquid phases coexist up to the peptide
unfolding transition at 65C, one rich in lipid and one
rich in peptide. The liquid/gel coexistence area is largest
for AcLW5 in DMPC, but as we argue above, the other
peptide/lipid mixtures may have the same general properties.AcWLn self-assembly in membranes
We know from ATR-FTIR, vesicle leakage, and neutron
diffraction studies (14,15) that the overall bilayer organiza-
tion is unchanged by AcWL5. Even at a high concentration
of peptide (5–10 mol % peptide) unsaturated chain lipids
retain their permeability barrier and remain in fluid lamellar
phases with d-spacings, hydration, and overall structure very
similar to peptide-free bilayers. For the AcWLn family to
stably exist at high concentration in normal lamellar lipid
gel phases, they must be able to form planar sheets that
present a uniform surface of aliphatic leucine and aromatic
tryptophan side chains to the lipid bilayer hydrocarbon
phase. The fact that similar sheet stabilities are observed
for bilayers of very different thicknesses suggests that the
planar sheets must be able to adapt their thickness to thethickness of the membrane, and that the peptides are not all
at a single depth in the bilayer. This is consistent with our
neutron diffraction results showing AcWL5 to be distributed
uniformly across a fluid phase bilayer much thicker than the
length of the peptide. Taken together, these observations
reveal a remarkable structural plasticity in membranes for
the AcWLn family of membrane-inserted b-sheet peptides.
Although there are some differences in the stabilities of the
peptide-rich gel phases, the most remarkable observation is
their similarity. Peptides ranging in length from 21 to 27 A˚
in length, mixed into bilayers with thicknesses ranging
from 36 to 50 A˚ in thickness form very similar, highly stable
gel phases that can exist with up to 20 mol % peptide, or
one peptide for every five lipids. This behavior is more like
that expected from mixtures of different lipids than from
mixtures of lipids and peptides. For example, the phase
diagram for mixtures of AcWL5 in DMPC is similar to the
phase diagram for mixtures of DSPC and DMPC (21).
The formation of a peptide-rich gel phase by AcWL5 is
unusual. Most hydrophobic peptides lower the melting
temperature of lipid gel phases because they disrupt lipid
packing and because they preferentially partition into fluid
phases (22–25). For example, Heimburg and colleagues
studied the hydrophobic pore forming peptides gramicidin
A, melittin, and alamethicin in DMPC and DPPC by DSC
(22,23) and observed this phenomenon. They also used
Monte Carlo methods to simulate the DSC experiments in
a set of interaction models (22,23). These models include
examples in which peptides mix ideally or nonideally with
either or both of the lipid phases. Ideal mixing with either
phase will shift the transition curve. Ideal mixing with
only the gel phase causes the transition peak to shift to
higher temperatures, but this has not been observed. Prefer-
ential ideal mixing with the fluid phase will broaden and
shift the transition temperature down, and this is often
observed in peptide-lipid mixtures. Nonideal mixing (i.e.,
peptide and lipid clustering) gives rise to lipid DSC peaks
that have smaller shifts and less broadening. Very nonideal
mixing (i.e., complete phase separation) will give rise to
lipid thermal transitions that are very similar to pure lipid.
The simulated DSC transitions for the nonideal mixing
model are similar to some of our data observed for AcLWn
peptides in saturated lipids, except that the simulations do
not show the higher temperature transitions that we
observed. To account for this observation, we propose that
the peptides form a distinct peptide-rich gel phase with
a higher transition temperature, at least in DMPC.
Experimentally, Heimburg and colleagues found that the
three hydrophobic pore-forming peptides they studied mix
somewhat nonideally with the lipids, and that they interact
preferentially with fluid phases, causing in most cases,
a broadening of the transition and a decrease in the phase
transition temperature of the lipids. Unlike what we observe
here, they reported significant changes in the lipid transition
occurring at peptide concentrations as low as 2 mol %.Biophysical Journal 101(4) 828–836
836 Bishop and WimleyPerhaps more importantly for this work, these authors also
reported significant differences in the phase behavior and
mixing properties for the three a-helical peptides when
comparing DMPC bilayers and DPPC bilayers. This obser-
vation contrasts sharply with the AcWLn family of peptides,
which behave very similarly in bilayers with a range of lipid
chain lengths and thicknesses, including DMPC and DPPC.
We propose that the inherent degeneracy in the nonlocally
hydrogen bonded b-sheet structures in membranes gives
rise to the structural plasticity that allows these peptide
b-sheets to adapt to bilayer thickness, allowing them to have
similar stability in bilayers of many thicknesses. In contrast,
the rigid and locally hydrogen bonded helical pore-forming
peptides studied by Heimburg and colleagues do not have
such flexibility and thus cannot adapt to bilayer thickness.SUMMARY
Taking all the data together, we envision that the AcWLn
family of peptides, where n ¼ 5, 6, and 7, in membranes
form staggered, overlapping, and hydrogen bonded b-sheets
that fold into membranes without stacking. A likely expla-
nation for these data is that the AcWLn b-sheets in
membranes have the ability to adjust sheet thickness
dramatically to match and adapt to bilayers of varying thick-
ness, demonstrating a remarkable structural plasticity for
a membrane-embedded structure.
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